SUCCESS STORIES
PLH Group Reduces Retirement Borrowing

At Kashable, we're on a mission to provide
low-cost, socially responsible credit to
hardworking employees across America.
We applaud the many businesses that use
Kashable as an innovative solution to
support the financial wellness needs of their
workforce.
In this case study, we share the success story
of our client, PLH Group, and how their
organization significantly reduced 401(k)
withdrawals and employer loan requests.

THE CLIENT

22%
reduction of
401(k) loans

THE SITUATION
'Retirement Robbing' is an issue facing
employers across industries. A Wharton School
study found that about 40% of 401(k) savers
borrow from their retirement plan in a given
five-year period.
PLH Group was aware that their employees
were consistently taking 401(k) loans against
their retirement accounts, a pervasive issue
that was hindering the retirement readiness of
their workforce.

PLH Group, Inc. (PLH) is a nationwide energyfocused construction and related services
business comprised of operating entities across
North America.
The Human Resources team was actively seeking
ways to support employees in preserving and
growing their retirement accounts when they
were introduced to Kashable.

Being proactive, PLH Group began searching
for a viable solution and came across Kashable.
PLH Group recognized the simplicity of
Kashable's application process and ease of
program administration, which led to the
company implementing Kashable across the
business.

THE SOLUTION
Following a quick onboarding process and outside
of the open enrollment season, Kashable delivered
an intelligent alternative to 401(k) loans, which can
cause long-term financial hardship for employees
and impact their retirement readiness.
Through the Kashable program, PLH Group's
employees across the credit spectrum now have
access to affordable, low-cost financing for any
purpose.
Kashable provides employees with a financial
safety net for unexpected expenses and a socially
responsible avenue for accessing low-cost credit.
Additionally, Kashable reports to credit bureaus,
allowing employees to improve or establish their
credit history through successful loan repayments.

THE OUTCOMES
To measure the effectiveness of Kashable, PLH Group looked at the number of active 401(k) loans
compared to the year prior to implementing Kashable. The result?

PLH Group saw a 22% reduction in 401(k) loans
after implementing Kashable.
By adding Kashable to their voluntary benefits package, PLH Group was able to remove itself from
the role of 'banker' and now directs employees towards Kashable as their trusted lending partner.
Following the implementation of Kashable, the program has helped alleviate the business strain of
employer loans and pay advances.
"Employees are rarely coming to us with regards to loans. Across the board [of our] eleven different
companies, we are seeing a positive result from Kashable.”
“[Kashable] came in handy. It's been extremely positive, whenever I travel to other sites, I keep hearing good
things about Kashable. The HR folks tell me that it's been very well received.”
- Sri Goluguri, Benefits Director, PLH Group

EMPLOYEE
TESTIMONIAL
“The simplicity of [Kashable], having my information all
ready, it’s all very transparent. ‘Here’s what you can get,
here’s how much you would pay back.’ It makes the
experience nice and fast for a lot of people. The
application for a loan on Kashable was pleasant, quick
and I got an instant decision, which is great to have.
Application is done from your computer, private and
easy. You also know upfront what the interest rates and
the fees are. Nothing changes as you go along. Payment is
always going to be the same.
- Angela, PLH Group employee & Kashable user

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
“We all have employees that are borrowing against their 401(k). At PLH, we use
Kashable as a better loan option. I believe we are helping our employees out because
we implemented an alternative to borrowing from the 401(k) plan, giving them
another avenue for getting that same amount of money without damaging their
retirement accounts. With Kashable, they are able to pay it off within 6-24 months, so
it's a short-term loan that's easy to repay so they aren't squeezed for years to come.”
- Sri Goluguri, Benefits Director, PLH Group

To learn how your business can benefit from Kashable,
please visit www.kashable.com or email sales@kashable.com to schedule a demo.

